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For Immediate Release
Visioneer RoadWarrior X3 Mobile Scanner
Named an Innovative Product of the Year by Better Buys
PLEASANTON, Calif., Feb. 16, 2017 – Better Buys, a trusted authority for delivering unbiased,
expert reviews on software and technology, has named the Visioneer RoadWarrior X3 mobile
scanner an Innovative Product of the Year for 2017.
“The RoadWarrior X3 is a compact and lightweight device that’s affordable for small
businesses,” said Melissa Pardo-Bunte, Editor, Better Buys. “The mobile scanner is ideal for
remote employees that need to scan and file documents on-the-go, ultimately improving
employee collaboration and overall productivity.”
The scanner was also named an Editor’s Choice by Better Buys during its initial review of the
product, garnering accolades for its bundled software package and portability. Weighing a little
more than a 12 oz. water bottle, the scanner is the size of a rolled up magazine and scans at
approximately 11 seconds per page. The versatile scanner supports a variety of paper types,
from insurance and business cards to letter-sized signed contracts and invoices, allowing
companies to leverage information, no matter the source.
Winners represent the top office equipment manufacturers in the industry and were compiled
from in-depth analysis of previous Editor’s Choice winners. Each award recipient not only
offered the greatest value and functionality, but also exhibited unique features.
“We're thrilled to receive this award from Better Buys and are proud of the recognition our
RoadWarrior X3 continues to receive,” said Walt Thinfen, President and CEO at Visioneer. “Its
robust scanning capabilities allow users to easily import business cards directly into Microsoft
Outlook, create editable PDFs, and convert text to searchable characters via OCR software,
regardless of the document’s origin. Digitizing information from a variety of formats, no matter
where employees are, is the key first step on a company’s digital transformation journey.”
Availability and Pricing
The RoadWarrior X3 retails for $69.99 and is available directly from Visioneer, popular online
retailers, and from value-added resellers in North America.
About Visioneer, Inc.
Visioneer, Inc., a leader in scanner and document management solutions, offers a broad range
of digital imaging hardware products for the desktop, distributed and departmental markets as
well as the mobile and remote business scanning segments. In 2003, Visioneer combined its
leading scanner technology with the Xerox brand recognition to develop the Xerox® DocuMate®
product line. Visioneer and Xerox DocuMate high-performance business scanners and imaging
software solutions offer users speed, image quality, advanced paper handling and ease-of-use
with exclusive Visioneer OneTouch® technology. Visioneer is an authorized trademark licensee
of Xerox. For additional information on Visioneer and Xerox scanning solutions, visit
www.visioneer.com, www.visioneer.com/company/news or www.xeroxscanners.com. For open
commentary and industry perspectives visit http://www.facebook.com/visioneerinc,
http://twitter.com/visioneerinc.
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